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HOW TO ORDER

Size: 8” x 12” Towel

Our daily hot sticks wipes are pre-moistened 
with silicone to leave behind a thin protective 
water repellent surface. 

Perform a light cleaning and leave a thin 
layer of silicone on your hot stick every day 
to comply with OSHA requirements of daily 
inspection and wiping of high voltage rated 
fiberglass hot sticks.

Our BLUE STRIPE® Wipes come in our 
convenient dispenser box of 50 to mount on 
a wall.

BLUE STRIPE® Cloth

OSHA Requires Daily Inspection & Wiping of Hot Sticks.

BLUE STRIPE® Wipes

Size: 18” x 18” (approximately)  

Microfiber silicone impregnated hot stick wiping cloth. 

Our unique microfiber material both contains more silicone and 
traps more dirt, dust and debris. Our cloth comes with a durable 
clear bag that is resealable.

The BLUE STRIPE® Cloth imparts a clear protective film of 
silicone on a hot stick. It complies with the OSHA requirement of daily inspection and 
wiping of high voltage rated fiberglass hot sticks.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

USTS-CLOTH BLUE STRIPE® CLOTH

USTS-SILWIPE BLUE STRIPE® WIPES (BOX OF 50)
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BLUE STRIPE® Hot Stick Wax

Create a High Temp, Water 
Resistant Finish

BLUE STRIPE® General Purpose Cleaner

Freight Saving - 
Ships Concentrated

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

USTS-WAX BLUE STRIPE® HOT STICK WAX - 14oz CAN

USTS-CLEANER BLUE STRIPE® GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER - 1 Gallon as mixed

14 oz. can

Our high grade Carnauba wax creates a 
high temperature, water resistant durable 
finish on fiberglass, gelcoat, painted metal 
and wood surfaces. 

A good coat of Carnauba wax on any 
fiberglass product is recommended on a 
routine basis.  Carnauba wax inherently 
repels water and dirt to optimize dielectric 
properties. Stay OSHA compliant and 
extend the life of your hot stick with our 
BLUE STRIPE® Hot Stick Wax.

1 US Gallon as mixed

We have created a specially formulated neutral 
cleaner for tools, trucks, fiberglass, painted surfaces, 
rubber goods and most any non-absorbing surface. 


